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**Priority areas defined by the European Commission**

**EC invites ACER to develop FG**

**EC reviews FG and invites ENTSO to develop NC**

**ENTSO submits the NC to ACER for evaluation**

**ACER provides an opinion and recommends NC to EC for adoption**

**Scoping**
- 6 months

**FG**
- 12 months

**NC**

**EV**
- 3m

**Comitology**

Source: ACER
Network Codes

Draft NC on Harmonised Tariff Structures
- Promotes cost-reflective tariffs to avoid discrimination between cross-border and domestic users and allows for appropriate reconciliation of TSO revenues

NC on Interoperability and Data Exchange Rules
- Requires operational, technical, business communications under standardised formats

NC on Balancing
- Allows network users to take out less/more gas than they have injected into the system and balance their positions, previously an exclusive TSO activity

NC on Capacity Allocation Mechanisms
- Promotes and defines harmonised capacity allocation mechanisms via auctions, standardised bundled cross-border capacity products at interconnection points

Commission Guidelines on Congestion Management Procedures
- Promotes better use of interconnection capacity through an improved handling of contractual congestion

Timeline: Q1/2011-Q1/2018

Source: ACER
“A huge amount has been achieved, particularly in North West Europe, and to a lesser extent in Central Europe and Italy,” said Jonathan Stern, head of gas programme at the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies. “Essentially, the further south and east you go, the less the integration of markets, but in general I would say there has been a huge amount of progress,” Stern told EURACTIV in an interview.
The liberalisation of European gas markets is widely recognised as a major success by industry analysts. But EU politicians are reluctant to celebrate it because liberalisation on its own has failed to deliver on another key objective – supply diversification. Ironically, Europe is now more dependent on Russian gas than ever.
Future demand for gas

Demand increase drivers:
- Cost competitiveness of natural gas as fuel in transportation
- Limited increase in energy efficiency for buildings
- Retirement of coal and nuclear power plants and substitution with gas fired plants
- Tightening emission regulation for transportation
- Increased penetration of decarbonised gas

Demand decrease drivers:
- High increase in energy efficiency for buildings
- New heating technologies reduce residential heat demand
- Electric vehicles constitute the largest share of fleet of vehicles
- Environmental regulation makes gas fired power plants too carbon intensive

Source: CEER

Groningen

securing competitive energy for industry
Projected evolution for natural gas

NRAs request

- Before stranding emerges:
  - adjustments to their depreciation
  - adjustment to the cost of capital
- When stranding has emerged
  - re-assessment of their value in the RAB
  - adjustment to the cost of capital
  - explicit compensation to transmission system operators for their decommissioning
Benchmarking in REGULATION (EC) No 715/2009

Article 13

Tariffs for access to networks

for system integrity and its improvement and reflect the actual costs incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an efficient and structurally comparable network operator and are transparent, whilst including an appropriate return on investments, and, where appropriate, taking account of the benchmarking of tariffs by the regulatory authorities. Tariffs, or the methodologies used to calculate them, shall be applied in a non-discriminatory manner.

- Benchmark will provide incentives to enhance the efficiency of gas TSOs

Dutch benchmark by ACM of Gasunie Transport Services showed a yearly tariff reduction of approximately 20%

Germany Efficiency benchmark: All TSOs had 100% except one with 95%
2. **Article 34:** ACER needs to publish a report on the methodologies and parameters used to determine the allowed/target revenue of gas TSOs
   - Refers to Article 30;
   - Focusses on description;
   - ACER contracted ECA.

- ACER aims to provide an overview of the methodologies currently in place,
- and make an intelligent analysis, providing more insight into the setting of the revenues,
- So, that the report provides learnings to stakeholders.
- ACER also aims to harmonise terminology.

The report will not:
- Point at winners and losers or
- Provide a (cost) benchmark
Role of ACER

The Energy Union Communication

“A framework strategy for a resilient energy union with a forward-looking climate change policy”

Brussels, 25.2.2015
COM(2015) 80 final

- ACER currently acts primarily through recommendations and opinions. It has very limited decision-making rights.....

- EU-wide regulation of the single market should be strengthened, through a significant reinforcement of the powers and independence of ACER to carry out regulatory functions at the European level in order to enable it to effectively oversee the development of the internal energy market and the related market rules as well as to deal with all cross-border issues.....
Explicit mechanism for solidarity from 1 December 2018 (Article 13)

Priority of supplies to solidarity protected customers (households, essential social services) in a Member State A under emergency over non-solidarity protected customers in a (directly/indirectly connected) Member State B

- New definition: solidarity protected customers
- Measure of last resort, only comes after:
  - Increased supply standard moved to normal levels
  - Market based measures for as long as possible
  - Non-market measures are exhausted
- In exchange of fair and prompt compensation
- Bilateral arrangements between MSs (by December 2018)
- Self-executing – does not depend on existing bilateral arrangements
- Burden-sharing based on 'most advantageous offer'
  - When more than one MS can provide help
Requests for the future gas market

- Security of demand: Gas can play a significant role for the transition of the energy system

- Effective tariff regulation based on European benchmarks of TSOs leading to efficient costs

- Stronger role for ACER
  - Increased cooperation between TSOs - Regional Operation Centres (ROCs) also for gas?
  - Increased cooperation between NRAs
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